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Listing of the 1972-1973 Content of the Society for Ancient Greek Philosophy 
 
Academic Year 1972/73 
 
1972: President, Joseph Owens.  
John P. Anton became Secretary of the Society in 1972, and continued in that role until 1980. 
 
Meeting with the Eastern Division of the American Philosophical Association in Boston, 
December 28, 1972. 
 
Chair: Joseph Owens, Pontifical Institute 
Victorino Tejera, SUNY Stony Brook, “Parmenides: To Be or Not to Be.” Posted. This material 
was recast as Chapter 3 of his Rewriting the History of Ancient Greek Philosophy. 
Greenwood 1997. Emeritus at Stony Brook. 
 
Chung-Hwan Chen, University of South Florida at Tampa, “Aristotle’s Analysis of Change and 
Plato’s Theory of Transcendent Ideas.” Posted. Published in Phronesis 20.2 (1975) 129-
145. This version is available on JSTOR. It was reprinted in John P. Anton & Anthony 
Preus, eds.1983. Essays in Ancient Greek Philosophy, vol. 2. SUNY, 388-403.  
Wikipedia “Chen Chung-Hwan.”  
 
Meeting with the American Philological Association in Philadelphia, December 1972. 
 
Raymond Adolph Prier, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, “Symbol and Structure 
in Heraclitus.” Posted. This essay was incorporated into his book: Archaic Logic: Symbol 
and Structure in Heraclitus, Parmenides and Empedocles. DeGruyter 1976, reprinted 
2011.  BIO: http://prabook.com/web/person-view.html?profileId=548246.  
 
John Dillon, University of California, Berkeley, “Iamblichus’ Criticism of his Immediate 
Predecessors.” Posted. This material was reworked for the introduction to Dillon & W. 
Poleichtner, Iamblichus of Chalcis: the Letters. Society of Biblical Literature. 2009.  
Wikipedia: “John M. Dillon.” 
 
